[1] We have combined a two-dimensional chemical/dynamics model with a monodisperse parameterization of polar mesospheric clouds (PMCs) to study the interaction of PMCs with the climate of the summer mesopause region. First, we show that PMC absorption of terrestrial and solar IR radiation lead to atmospheric heating rates which can exceed 10 K/day. This heat is dissipated by increased upwelling above the cloud layer and by a 2-6 K temperature increase. We then calculate the global PMC ice mass and evaluate its sensitivity to IR heating, assumed particle size and level of solar activity. Inclusion of the temperature increase in the model can reduce the calculated ice mass by up to a factor of two. The calculated solar cycle range in the ice mass is also about a factor of two. The calculated latitude distribution and solar cycle range of PMC ice mass are in good agreement with recent analyses of PMC satellite data. Finally, we test the hypothesis that PMC formation leads to ozone changes by comparing our model with ozone data from the Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE). The data show a 20-30% ozone enhancement above PMCs. In the model, dehydration above the cloud layer leads to an ozone increase due to lowered HO x . However, this competes with the temperature increase from IR absorption that can damp out this ozone increase. Surprisingly, for realistic estimates of the terrestrial IR flux, the model ozone response is reduced to well below that observed by HALOE. 
Introduction
[2] Since the late 19th century, polar mesospheric clouds (PMCs) have captured the interest of aeronomers for several reasons. First, they occur in one of the most extreme conditions of the Earth's atmosphere: the very cold summer mesopause [Siskind et al., 2003] . Second, since there apparently is no mention of PMCs in the historical record before 1885 [Thomas et al., 1989] , there is speculation that their very existence is due to anthropogenic influences on middle atmospheric composition and climate.
[3] In order to address questions of PMC change over historical time scales, it is necessary to have an atmospheric model which couples the relative processes and accounts for possible interactions between PMCs and the environment in which they form. Recently there has been great interest in chemical effects from PMCs. For example, von Zahn and Berger [2003] suggested that the persistent dehydration associated with the deposition of water vapor to form PMCs could have a photochemical effect on radiatively active species such as ozone. Murray and Plane [2005] have also looked at the impact of PMC formation on trace chemical constituents. They used an imposed ice distribution and found that heterogeneous uptake of O on ice was slow and that the largest effects would be from the enhanced H 2 O present at and below the cloud layer. Here we will show that observational effects can be present from both types of H 2 O perturbations, the dehydration above the clouds and the enhancement below the clouds.
[4] One difficulty in achieving a coupled ice-chemistryclimate model lies in the complexity of performing detailed microphysical calculations in parallel with detailed chemistry and dynamics. We have recently discussed one approach to such a model [Siskind and Stevens, 2006] which offers considerable simplification of the detailed microphysics while retaining the essential radiative and photochemical feedbacks thought to occur from PMCs. In particular, we assumed that the particles were monodisperse, i.e., that all the ice particles were the same radius. This allowed us to evaluate the effect of the dehydration of H 2 O leading to ozone increases as well as a small temperature rise. However, in that preliminary study, several questions were left 5d. PROJECT NUMBER 5e. TASK NUMBER 5f. WORK UNIT NUMBER [5] In this paper we develop the above ideas more fully. Our specific objectives are to first, consider the effect of ice particle heating on PMCs and the summer mesopause environment and, second, to better validate the predictions of this model by comparison with satellite data, both of PMCs and ozone. We will also evaluate the effects of particle size on the calculated ice distribution and consider solar cycle effects. This paper is one of a three part series of papers which address the PMC ice mass. The other two are Englert et al. [2007, hereinafter referred 
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Modeling Approach
[6] As noted above, the Siskind and Stevens [2006] model assumes a single particle size. While this assumption precludes us from doing meaningful optical calculations as per Siskind et al. [2005] , it does allow us to examine certain feedbacks of ice on the photochemistry and thermal balance that have heretofore remained unexplored. In our approach, water vapor is converted to ice when the saturation ratio, S, (= water vapor partial pressure over the saturation pressure for water over ice) exceeds 10. This is the deposition regime and the particle density can increase because of progressive deposition of water vapor. When S < 1, we are in the sublimation regime where ice converts back to water vapor. When S is between 1 and 10, neither particle growth or sublimation occurs and the ice particles are passively transported. The value of S is determined from the temperature and water vapor fields calculated by the NRL CHEM2D model [Siskind et al., 2003 [Siskind et al., , 2005 . The resulting ice is subject to diffusion and advection just as all the other model trace constituents. In addition, sedimentation is assumed to follow the formulae presented by Reid [1975] for spherical particles.
[7] For this work, we have made several changes to the Siskind and Stevens [2006] model. First, we now use the vapor pressure formulation of Murphy and Koop [2005] , as recommended by Rapp and Thomas [2006] (their equation (4)). This leads to a reduction of about 30% in the total ice mass calculated by the model. Second, we have doubled the model's vertical resolution from 2 km to 1 km. Thus we now use a model which has 88 levels, spaced evenly in logpressure coordinates, from the ground to about 115 km. The increased vertical resolution allows us now to examine more carefully the effects of our assumed particle size on PMC altitude. Figure 1 shows calculated ice profiles for day 201, for two assumed particle sizes, 30 nm and 70 nm, near 70°N latitude. The calculated ice abundance for the 30 nm case is larger, consistent with a slower fall speed into the warmer air. In terms of total ice content, the 30 nm profile here contains about 60% more ice than the 70 nm case, also consistent with the slower loss into warmer air. While both ice layers peak at about 82-83 km, the 70 nm layer extends lower in altitude by about 1 km, again consistent with more rapid sedimentation of the larger particles.
[8] The question of which particle size to use is controversial but inconsequential in our case. It is controversial because current estimates range from 20 to 120 nm (see papers 1 and 2) (and, as we do here, often assume spherical particles which Eremenko et al. [2005] show is probably not true). However, it is also inconsequential because the ultimate free parameter in the model is the gravity wave drag which controls the mesopause temperature. For example, in calculations we have done (not shown here) we find that an increase in the gravity wave forcing of 15-20%, which lowers our mesopause temperature by 2-3 K, is equivalent of changing the assumed particle size from 30 nm to 50 nm. We assume 30 nm as a baseline case (rather than the 70 nm used by Siskind and Stevens [2006] ) since some of the more recent work [von Savigny et al., 2005; Rapp and Thomas, 2006] suggest that is appropriate. Further our results apply to the ice as a whole, not merely those particles bright enough (and thus large enough) to be observed as clouds, so a bias to smaller sizes is probably appropriate. However we stress that the relative ozone changes we will report and the model variations with ice heating, latitude and solar activity are all relatively insensitive to the specific particle size we assume.
[9] Finally, and most importantly, we have tested a parameterization for the direct radiative heating due to ice particle absorption of terrestrial and solar IR. The motivation for this was the calculation of Espy and Jutt [2002] who showed significant heating of the ice particles over the ambient background air. However Espy and Jutt did not consider the possibility that the ice particles would heat the background air. Here we test this scenario in the limit that all absorbed radiation eventually serves as a heat source for the atmosphere, i.e., emission of thermal radiation from the particles and transfer into latent heat by sublimation are neglected. Espy and Jutt [2002, Figure 4] suggest that these are good assumptions for particles of order 50 nm radius and for temperatures below 160 K.
[10] Considering the thermal radiation available and the absorption features of ice, two spectral regions contribute mainly to this heating: terrestrial radiation in the wavelength range 10-14 microns and solar radiation around 3 microns. This terrestrial radiation coincides with an atmospheric transmission window and, hence, the thermal flux is essentially determined by the emission temperature from either the surface or the top of the tropospheric cloud layer. The solar thermal flux is taken from World Meteorological Organization [1985] . To a good approximation, absorption of infrared radiation by PMC particles is governed by the Rayleigh regime and the absorption cross section scales with the particle volume [van de Hulst, 1981] . The absorbed infrared radiation in a PMC is therefore conveniently expressed per cloud ice volume. Applying the refractive indices from Warren [1984] , we estimate the heating of the ice by solar near-infrared to be P sol = 16 W cm À3 during the daytime (which is essentially 24 hours long for the upper mesosphere during the PMC season according to our calculations). For heating by terrestrial radiation, temperatures which range from 220 K (representative cloud top) to 263 K (surface ice and snow) up to 283 K (bare ground) yield P terr values of 17, 41 and 56 W cm
À3
, respectively. This illustrates the strong sensitivity of the total ice absorption to emission conditions in the lower atmosphere.
[11] If we ignore particle sublimation, the heating of the entire air parcel can be expressed as
where P terr and P sol are the numbers given above, c p is the molecular heat capacity, V ice is the fractional volume density and N air is the number density of the air. For the purposes of inclusion in the 2-D model, it is desirable to reexpress (1) in terms of ice mixing ratio, m ice . Thus if we express V ice as
substituting equation (2) into equation (1) eliminates N air and after evaluating all the numerical constants (e.g., r ice = 0.916 g cm
, and M H 2 0 = 2.98e-23 g) we obtain
where P tot = P terr + P sol and the numerical coefficient, 0.68 has units of cm . This heating is in addition to the photochemical heating from increased O 3 discussed by Siskind and Stevens [2006] .
[12] Using this parameterization in CHEM2D we can evaluate the atmospheric response to this heat source. While the P terr component of P tot should properly be latitude- dependent to account for surface albedo variations, in this work, which is only focused on establishing relative sensitivities, we do not account for this variation. Indeed, as we will show in subsequent figures, our model-data O 3 comparisons work best for values of P terr which are quite low, probably too low, compared with our calculated range of 17-56 W cm À3 , discussed above. In anticipation of this result, the sensitivity studies use P terr values which are on the low end of the calculated range. In all cases below, any calculation which includes ice particle heating always assumes P sol = 16 W cm À3 .
[13] Figure 2 compares temperature and vertical wind differences from two simulations as a function of height and latitude, both assuming 30 nm particles, one with IR ice heating (P terr = 24 W cm
) and one without. Also shown are the ice mixing ratio and the ice heating rate calculated using (3). At the altitude of the ice layer we see a general 2 -6 K temperature increase. However, immediately above the ice layer there is a moderate increase in the vertical wind, up to 1.2 cm s
À1
. This causes cooling above the mesopause, of up to 8 K. Thus the effects of the absorption of IR radiation by ice particles are seen to be partly thermal and partly dynamical. In terms of the effect on the calculated ice layer, the heating is most important and leads to significantly less ice. This is shown in Figures 3 and 4 which present different ways we have quantified the ice distribution.
[14] Figure 3 shows the calculated ice distribution, expressed as gas phase equivalent mixing ratio, for 20 July for the case with the same IR ice heating as in Figure 2a compared with a no-heating baseline (Figure 2b ). The peak ice mixing ratio decreased from about 12 ppmv to 6 ppmv.
[15] Figure 4 shows the total vertically integrated ice mass as a function of latitude for the three model cases. We find this diagnostic [e.g., Stevens et al., 2005;  paper 2] to be particularly attractive for assessing the ice budget. It is convenient since it sidesteps the need to quantify occurrence frequency or optical properties such as albedo or backscatter ratio, none of which can be quantified by our parameterized approach. Figure 4 shows the calculated ice mass as a function of latitude for 3 model calculations with varying amounts of ice heating. All three cases assume a 30 nm ice particle radius and are for midseason conditions (typically mid-July for the model) and for solar conditions halfway between maximum and minimum. In general, for all model calculations, the ice mass increases sharply starting at 63°N (the model resolution is 4.8°of latitude), peaks between 73 and 78°N and falls off as one moves to the pole. This highlatitude falloff is simply from smaller global surface area near the pole; the actual ice mixing ratio peaks at the pole. The effect of even a modest amount of ice heating (up to P terr = 24 W cm
À3
, recall that we estimate it could peak at almost twice that if over bare ground) is to reduce the ice mass by a factor of two.
[16] For comparison, in Figure 4 , we also show the ice mass estimated from observations by the Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE) satellite [Bailey et al., 2005] . SNOE observed PMCs on the limb in both hemispheres between 1998 and 2003 up to 82°latitude. The derivation of the ice mass from the SNOE observations of PMC brightness and PMC frequency is given in papers 1 and 2. Consistent with those studies, we assumed a range of Gaussian ice particle size distributions with characteristic radii varying between 15 and 100 nm and widths from 10 to 20 nm. We assume the same particle size distribution constraints for the data collected at all latitudes shown. The shading in Figure 4 represents the area bounded by 95% of the ) and SNOE data (grey scaling). As discussed in the text, P sol is always fixed at 16 W cm À3 , and P terr is the free parameter.
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[17] In terms of the absolute value of the ice mass, one should exercise caution in interpreting the model data comparison. The model temperatures are driven by the gravity wave flux which is a free parameter; that is, the model can be made as cold as necessary. Plots such as Figure 4 (and Figure 5 to follow) are most useful for showing relative changes. Given that caveat, it is nonetheless interesting to see some of the model solutions (0 and 20 W cm À3 of heating) are in the range of the observations. Of course, with P sol = 16 W cm À3 , the curve with P tot = 20 W cm À3 implies a P terr of only 4 W cm
À3
, well below what we believe to be correct. This result might be robust since as we will see below, our O 3 comparisons suggest something similar. Another result that is likely to be robust is that at latitudes below 70°N, all the models fall below the observations. This is because, while our model temperature minimum at 70°N is 130 K, (in good agreement with the Lübken [1999] climatology), our model temperature minimum at 60°N is 149 K. While this is in good agreement with the 3-D model results of Berger and von Zahn [1999] , it is too warm to form ice clouds. Given the sporadic nature of PMCs at latitudes equatorward of 65-70°N, it is likely that their occurrence reflects meteorological variability and associated sporadic cooling or transport events which are not in our highly truncated 2-D model. Berger and Lübken [2006] have recently presented the same argument using a three-dimensional model. Given the even simpler meteorology in the 2-D model, it is no surprise that our model does not have clouds in this region either.
[18] It is useful to compare the ice mass variations shown in Figure 4 with those from other free parameters in our model, namely the assumed particle size and the level of solar activity (see Siskind et al. [2005] for a discussion of how the solar cycle is handled in the model). These are shown in Figure 5 and also summarized, in a globally integrated sense, in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that the calculated ice is largest for the case with 30 nm particles at solar minimum without any feedback from ice particle heating. The effect of going from an assumed size of 70 to 30 nm is to increase the calculated ice by about 35-40%. The effect of solar activity integrated over the entire NH is about a factor of two in total ice mass, roughly equivalent to the other variables tested.
[19] The general agreement between model and data in the solar cycle variation [e.g., paper 2, Figure 7 ] is satisfying, but perhaps not surprising given the general agreement between the model and HALOE in the solar cycle temperature change [Hervig and Siskind, 2006] , which is the primary driver of PMC variability in the model. In summary, this section shows that for reasonable values of mesospheric temperature and water [Siskind et al., 2005] , and with reasonable assumptions as to mean particle diameter and ice heating, that our approach gives a good representation of the observations. The effect of IR ice heating is introduced as an important new variable that is as significant as the assumed particle size or level of solar activity.
Comparison With HALOE Ozone Observations
[20] A key prediction of the interactive PMC model as first described by Siskind and Stevens [2006] is that the ozone should increase in the dehydrated region above the clouds. This is a consequence of the anticorrelation between ozone and odd hydrogen [Marsh et al., 2003 ]. Here we test that prediction with HALOE data and also look at the complications introduced by considering ice IR absorption.
[21] HALOE ozone is an attractive observational diagnostic for this purpose because good retrievals are available up to 90 km, well above the PMC region. McHugh et al.
[2003] described a version of the HALOE data (Vpmc) which included corrections for PMC contamination. These corrections are based on an extrapolation of the measured PMC extinction at 3.40 microns wavelength to the ozone channel wavelength at 9.87 microns. The extrapolations are based on modeled extinction ratios considering the temperature dependence of the ice refractive index from 130 to 210 K as described by Clapp et al. [1995] . In all cases, the extinction ratios are insensitive to particle size for the HALOE wavelengths and typical PMC radii. In the case of O 3 , the extinction ratios are relatively insensitive to temperature, varying by less than 15% for temperatures less than 165 K.
[22] Figure 6 shows the effect of PMCs on O 3 using HALOE observations to compare clear-sky events with profiles containing PMCs. PMCs were identified using the threshold approach described by Hervig et al. [2003] . Measurements during 1991 -2005 within the core summer season (À10 to 40 days from solstice) at latitudes from 60 to 70°N were examined. This period was divided up into bins of 5 days and 10°in latitude. There are thus up to 20 such bins per year. With consideration of duty cycle reductions, we have a total of 160 bins over the 14 year period. Of these, 23% have both PMC and clear air scans and this subset (37 total) is used to isolate the effect of ozone changes due to PMCs. The data in Figure 6 are ozone differences for latitude-time bins with both PMC and clear air measurements, referenced to the clear air value, from the 60 -70°N latitude range, for pressures near .0035 hPa (corresponding to about 85 km). Figure 6 (top) is for the core part of the PMC season (À10 to +40 days from solstice) as a function of year; Figure 6 (bottom) includes the extra data from outside this core part of the season. Our idea of a core season is from the data of Hervig et al. [2003] which suggest relatively constant H 2 O and ice from midJune until 1 August. The error bars on each data point represent the error of the mean value of the fractional difference in each bin. The ozone standard deviation within each bin is about 65%. This variance contains both geophysical and instrumental components, thus the measurement uncertainty for individual ozone profiles is less than 65%. Taken together, both panels in Figure 6 show considerable scatter without any clear solar cycle or long-term trend. It is nonetheless clear, however, that most of the points show more ozone in the presence of PMCs than in clear air (i.e., the fractional differences are mostly positive).
[23] Figure 7 shows the HALOE results, averaged over 14 years, as a function of altitude. The red shading represents the error of the mean fractional ozone difference taken from averaging the data represented by that shown in Figure 6 , at all altitudes. The data show a clear region where the ozone is enhanced above the cloud layer (PMCs typically exist between .003 and .006 hPa) and also a suggestion of a region below the cloud layer where ozone is reduced. The enhancement corresponds to the dehydrated region, the decrease corresponds to the region where H 2 O is released upon sublimation. In addition, three profiles from the model are also shown. The latitude bands are 63-73°N for the model. The models were all run for a solar activity level which was an average between maximum and minimum conditions. Each of the three calculations assumed a different IR ice power density, either 0, 20 or 40 W cm À3 . Qualitatively the model curves show similar features as the data, but with some important quantitative differences. The largest ozone response is for the case with no IR absorption at all, the weakest is for the 40 W cm À3 case. ; the dashed curve with pluses is a model with P tot = 40 cm À3 (P sol is always fixed at 16 cm À3 , see Figures 2 and 4 and text) . The peak HALOE difference of 27 ± 7% corresponds to the average of the data shown in Figure 6 . Clouds occur in the pressure region between 0.003 and 0.006 hPa; these pressures correspond roughly to altitudes between 82 and 85 km.
[24] Figure 8 shows that the reason increased IR heating suppresses the ozone response is due to the temperature response. Both the model temperature and ozone respond to varying amounts of IR absorption. For the case with zero IR absorption, the temperature increase is relatively modest and solely due to increased ozone absorption [Siskind and Stevens, 2006] . For this case, the ozone increase is largest. As increasing amounts of IR absorption are assumed in the model, the temperature perturbation goes up and the ozone increase eventually disappears. This is a reflection of the well known anticorrelation between ozone and temperature [Jucks and Salawitch, 2000] . We thus have two competing processes, the Ox-HOx anticorrelation and the ozonetemperature anticorrelation. When the temperature increase is large enough, it cancels out the HOx decrease due to dehydration.
[25] What is unexpected about Figure 7 is that the model most consistent with the HALOE ozone assumes a very low, possibly unrealistically low IR flux. Recall that the solar NIR component alone provides 16 W cm À3 to the ice. The terrestrial component, even for a very cold emission temperature of 220 K, provides an additional 17 W cm
À3
. For higher emission temperatures, the terrestrial component can be as high as 46 W cm
. The 20 W cm À3 total absorption which is the best model solution would therefore appear to be outside the range of acceptable terrestrial IR fluxes. Note that we have performed sensitivity studies using various ice refractive indices [e.g., Warren, 1984; Toon et al., 1994; Bertie et al., 1969; Clapp et al., 1995] and the resulting heating changed by no more than 15%. We have also examined the ozone response to changing solar conditions and assumed particle size and found much smaller impact than the ice heating effects shown here.
[26] Thus while we feel that the ozone perturbations shown in Figures 6 and 7 represent the first unambiguous detection of the large-scale effects of dehydration and ice cloud sublimation on the chemistry of the mesopause region, the fact that the model which agrees best with the data assumes an unacceptably low IR absorption is a puzzle to be addressed. One possibility is that the CHEM2D model, as a diurnally averaged model, is not adequately capturing ozone responses to HOx and temperature which may depend upon the time of day.
[27] To test the uncertainties in this aspect of the comparison, we took two H 2 O profiles from CHEM2D, one from the no-ice solar minimum case and the other from the 30 nm solar minimum case (similar to the H 2 O shown by Siskind and Stevens [2006] ) and used these profiles as input to a diurnal photochemical model [Summers et al., 2001] . Figure 9 shows the ozone difference between these two calculations as a function of local time. Of specific interest is that the relative strength of the ozone enhancement and depletions vary by large amounts during the course of the day. This cannot be captured by the diurnally averaged CHEM2D model. The HALOE data were all taken either after 2000 hours or before 0400 hours. From Figure 9 , it appears that the response of O 3 to an H 2 O change is largest at these times. Thus it may not be surprising that the HALOE O 3 response exceeds the model for higher and Figure 8 . Sensitivity of model (top) temperature and (bottom) ozone to variations in assumed IR absorption by ice. The solid line is for no heating and produces the smallest temperature response and the largest ozone response. The long dashes are for P tot = P sol + P terr = 20 W cm
, the short dashes with diamonds are for 40 W cm À3 and the solid line with pluses is for 64 W cm
. As with Figure 7 , clouds occur in the pressure region between 0.003 and 0.006 hPa; these pressures correspond roughly to altitudes between 82 and 85 km. 
Conclusions
[28] We have applied an interactive PMC model to study several problems relating to the distribution of PMCs, their variability and their feedback on their background environment. Despite the simplicity of the parameterized microphysics we were able to highlight some new phenomena and obtain realistic PMC variations. This model accounts for two radiative feedbacks by PMCs on their background environment. The first feedback mechanism, from ozone heating resulting from dehydration was presented by Siskind and Stevens [2006] . The second, direct heating by ice absorption of IR radiation was presented for here for the first time. Heating by the ice particles can raise the model temperature by 2 -6 K in the vicinity of the ice layer and lower the calculated ice mass by over 30-50%. For reasonable values of model temperature and water vapor, we get ice mass values which are in reasonable agreement with the analysis of PMC observations from the SNOE satellite [papers 1 and 2]. We get variations with solar activity that are also in general agreement with SNOE. This is consistent with previously published results [Hervig and Siskind, 2006] suggesting that the model temperature variation from solar minimum to maximum is at least approximately correct.
[29] We have also validated our model predictions with comparison with HALOE observations of ozone in the presence and absence of clouds. This has provided the first quantitative demonstration from satellite data of the effect of PMCs on a radiatively and photochemically active constituent. Both model and data show a clear ozone increase above the cloud layer. This is due to the anticorrelation of Ox and HOx. However, the ozone response is also seen to vary inversely with the assumed IR heating of the ice. One puzzle is that values of IR heating which seem most reasonable, based upon tropospheric emission temperatures, lead to too little ozone change. However, the uncertainties inherent in our highly parameterized approach to PMC modeling, as well as the limitations of comparing a diurnally averaged model with occultation data suggest that one should not expect an exact comparison.
[30] The sensitivity of PMCs, ozone and temperature to the IR flux from the lower atmosphere should open up several new areas of inquiry. First, a better validation of our results, specifically with higher-quality temperature data, should come from the SOFIE instrument on NASA's upcoming Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere (AIM) mission. Second, Espy and Jutt [2002] have already pointed out the possibility of geographic variations in PMC formation due to varying lower atmospheric IR albedo. Our results support their idea and further suggest that analogous variations in ozone and temperature may also occur. A three-dimensional model would be most appropriate to explore this.
